
What teaching elements (such as assignments or in-class exercises) MOST contributed to your learning in this course?
* 

What teaching elements (such as assignments or in-class exercises) could have MOST used some improvement to help
you learn? * 

Is there anything else you would like to share about your learning experience in this course? * 

I would rate the quality of instruction I received in this course as: * 

I would rate this course overall as: * 

An effective classroom depends on students being respected as individuals in a manner free of bias or discrimination.
In this course, do you feel that students were treated with respect and without bias? * 

2021SP: EXP Core (Revised Spring 2021) Survey 2021SP

Course:  AMST-22100 01 - Ancient Theater: Trag & Comedy
 Department:  Ancient Mediterranean Studies

Faculty:  Monica Florence

Note: Questions marked with * must be answered.

Student reports of their experiences in the classroom play an important role in helping faculty members reKect upon their
teaching. They also play an important role in the review of faculty by their peers. Evaluations will not be read by faculty
members until after grades are submitted.

A note on unconscious bias: There is a substantial body of research that shows that student evaluations of teaching are often
inKuenced by students’ unconscious and unintentional biases about the race, ethnicity, cultural background, and gender of the
instructor. As you Pll out the course evaluation, please keep this in mind and make an effort to resist stereotypes about
professors. Focus on your opinions about the content of the course (opportunities for active learning, inclusivity in the
classroom, clarity of assignments, quality and accessibility of course materials) rather than unrelated matters (the instructor’s
appearance or accent).

If you have questions or comments about this survey, click here to send a message to the survey administrator.

EXPERIMENTAL CORE QUESTIONS (Spring 2021, Ad Hoc Committee)

SPRING 2021 EXP Core - OverAll

1)

 

2)

 

3)

 

Core EXP Instructor

Monica Florence

Spring 2021 EXP Core - Instructor

Monica Florence

4)

     Excellent       Very Good       Good       Fair       Poor 

 

5)

     Excellent       Very Good       Good       Fair       Poor 

 

6)

 

If you have questions or comments about this survey, click here to send a message to the survey administrator.

 

The College of Wooster appreciates your taking the time to thoughtfully answer these questions. Thank you!

Close Preview

https://courseval.wooster.edu/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=WCT&nxmid=SurveyCourseSettings.PvSurvey&lPreview=t&ccrsid=5ZU19SODY&surveyid=22XVTXVU&csurvid=22XVTXVU&refid=J12OECT001&keyid=J12OECT001#
https://courseval.wooster.edu/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=WCT&nxmid=SurveyCourseSettings.PvSurvey&lPreview=t&ccrsid=5ZU19SODY&surveyid=22XVTXVU&csurvid=22XVTXVU&refid=J12OECT001&keyid=J12OECT001#

